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Abstract :
An international workshop on marine integrated contaminant monitoring (ICON) was organised to test a
framework on integrated environmental assessment and simultaneously assess the status of selected
European marine areas. Biota and sediment were sampled in selected estuarine, inshore and offshore
locations encompassing marine habitats from Iceland to the Spanish Mediterranean. The outcome of
the ICON project is reported in this special issue as method-oriented papers addressing chemical
analyses, PAH metabolites, oxidative stress, biotransformation, lysosomal membrane stability,
genotoxicity, disease in fish, and sediment assessment, as well as papers assessing specific areas.
This paper provides a background and introduction to the ICON project, by reviewing how effects of
contaminants on marine organisms can be monitored and by describing strategies that have been
employed to monitor and assess such effects. Through the ICON project we have demonstrated the use
of an integrating framework and gleaned more knowledge than ever before in any single field campaign
about the impacts contaminants may have in European marine areas.
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Highlights
► The historical and theoretical background for integrated contaminant monitoring is reviewed. ► The
motivation, components and geographical coverage of the ICON project are presented. ► The ICON
project has demonstrated the use of an integrating framework and provided more knowledge than in
any single previous field campaign about the potential impacts of contaminants in European marine
areas.
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1. Introduction
Marine ecosystems and organisms are influenced by many internal and external
factors, including ecological processes and their interactions, fisheries, a
changing climate, habitat modification, eutrophication and inputs of toxic
chemicals. Exposure to contaminants1 has the potential to affect cellular and
physiological processes in marine organisms, as well as fundamental processes
in marine ecosystems (Fleeger et al., 2003, Hylland et al., 2006b). The health of
individuals or integrity of ecological processes will depend on many
environmental factors, not only the presence of contaminants (see e.g. Hylland et
al., 2009; Vestheim et al., 2012). Moreover, the consequences of contaminant
exposure for the health of individual marine organisms will depend on the
species, whether it is being exposed as adult, larvae, or embryo, and the life
history of that species. Marine ecosystems are by nature dynamic and,
particularly in temperate and polar regions of the globe, there is a pronounced
annual seasonality in both abiotic and biological processes that modulate both
partitioning of contaminants and effects caused by exposure to contaminants
(Gagné et al., 2008; Jørgensen & Wolkers, 1999; Vijayan et al., 2006). Although it
is close to impossible to single out how they influence marine organisms in any
particular moment, it is important for regulatory reasons to be able to assess the
extent to which contaminants actually cause effects and, whenever possible, to
pinpoint the responsible contaminant(s). To this end it is crucial to be able to
separate contaminant-related effects from changes caused by other
environmental influences (see e.g. Hylland et al., 2009, Laane et al., 2012). In
addition, we would ideally be able to compare effects across species and
preferably identify and focus on the most sensitive species and endpoints for any
particular contaminant. This is clearly a long-term endeavour, but significant
progress has been made over the past couple of decades, and some ways to

as Paracelsus published in 1538: “dosis facit venenum” - it is the dose that
makes the poison; any chemical will be toxic at some dose and although that the
term ”contaminant” does not imply effects, it is widely used in ecotoxicology and
will be used here to describe chemicals that may cause toxicity in marine
ecosystems
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handle this challenge are reported in this special volume (e.g. Vethaak et al.;
Hylland et al.).
In the past, European countries chose different strategies by which to monitor
concentrations and effects of contaminants in marine habitats. As a result of both
national interests and international agreements, countries with a coastline
initially implemented monitoring programmes that targeted concentrations of
chemicals in marine organisms. The objectives of the early monitoring
programmes were typically twofold: to ascertain that humans do not consume
contaminated food and to quantify the presence and spatial extent of elevated
concentrations of selected contaminants for regulatory purposes. Effects of
contaminants on marine organisms were not at the forefront of concerns in most
countries, but initial effect-oriented monitoring programmes were pioneered in
the early 1980s in some European countries. Somewhat different strategies were
chosen, depending on national priorities and both national and international
scientific advice. A range of science-based activities was put in place from the
1980s onwards to investigate the applicability of biological effects techniques to
quantify the impacts of contaminants on marine organisms, the GEEP workshop
in Frierfjord, Norway (Bayne et al., 1988), the Bremerhaven workshop in the
southern North sea (Stebbing et al., 1992), the Bermuda workshop (Addison &
Clarke, 1990) and the workshop on contaminant effects in pelagic habitats,
BECPELAG (Hylland et al., 2006b). Selected biological effects techniques were
tried out, validated and subsequently made available for monitoring activities
through the preparation of standardised protocols and setting of assessment
criteria. Guidelines were subsequently established for international organisation
with a monitoring role, i.e. OSPAR2, HELCOM3 and MEDPOL4. This activity has
over the past two decades resulted in a harmonisation of the effect component of
European contaminant monitoring programmes. At the moment, there is a
process by which existing procedures and strategies are being carried over into
the implementation of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), see e.g.
OSPAR: Oslo and Paris Commissions, http://www.ospar.org
HELCOM: Helsinki Commission, http://www.helcom.fi
4 MEDPOL: the marine pollution assessment and control component of the
Mediterranean Action Plan (UNEP), http://www.unepmap.org
2
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Burgeot et al. (this issue), Law et al., 2010, Lyons et al. (2010; this issue), Thain et
al. (2008), Vethaak et al. (this issue).
Although the process described above has had a particular focus on effects, it has
been clear throughout that measurements of concentrations of selected
contaminants in appropriate matrices would need to be included (Hylland, 2006,
Thain et al., 2008). A framework for integrated chemical and biological
monitoring of contaminants has recently been developed and is described in
Vethaak et al. (this issue). The framework describes a comprehensive
programme, aimed at identifying and quantifying both the presence and the
effects of known and unknown contaminants. The framework comprises the
main groups of chemical contaminants and a wide range of effect responses in
selected marine organisms. The selection of effect methods for the framework
was the result of comprehensive reviews by international working groups over
the last two decades (summarised in Davies & Vethaak, 2012).
An international workshop on marine integrated contaminant monitoring
(ICON) was initiated to test the above framework in practice on a Europe-wide
scale. ICON was initially planned to evaluate effects of contaminants in the North
Sea with Iceland as a reference area, but was later extended to the Baltic, France
(Seine Bay) and Spanish Mediterranean waters.
This paper provides a background and introduction to the ICON project, by
reviewing how effects of contaminants on marine organisms can be monitored
and by describing strategies that have been employed to monitor and assess
such effects. In addition to testing an implementation of the suggested
monitoring framework, the ICON project aimed at providing an integrated
assessment of selected estuarine, inshore and offshore marine areas
encompassing European coastal waters from Iceland in the north to the
Mediterranean in the south.

2. Monitoring effects of contaminants on marine organisms
A large volume of scientific literature produced over the past decades addresses
how and whether chemicals affect marine organisms and how such effects may
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be detected and monitored. The overarching concepts for including biological
effects in marine monitoring activities has been discussed in e.g. Depledge et al.
(1993), Hylland (2006), Hylland et al. (2006a), Laane et al. (2012), Vethaak & ap
Rheinallt (1992) and in international working groups, particularly ICES WGBEC5.
Over the past three decades, there have been a vast number of studies that show
a relationship between exposure to some stressor or contaminant and biological
responses under controlled conditions in the laboratory, but this does not
necessarily mean that the same method would be useful to monitor effects of
contaminants in nature. The implementation of methods in environmental
monitoring programmes is a sequential process from scientific discovery,
through validation and verification to actual use. As for any other assessment
tool, some degree of formalisation is required, as monitoring results will feed
into a regulatory process, which could imply substantial costs for national
authorities or commercial interests. As a rule of thumb, the following criteria
should be met for any effect-based method prior to implementation on a national
or international level (developed from ICES WGBEC, 2010): (i) the method
should be able to separate contaminant-related effects from natural processes or
the influence of other stressors, including knowledge of confounding factors, (ii)
there should be some knowledge of dose-dependency, (iii) the mechanism of
toxicity should at least partly be understood, (iv) quality assurance should be
established, and finally (v) assessment criteria must be established for responses
in relevant species.
Any method that is to be used to quantify effects of contaminants in nature must
enable a separation of contaminant-related responses from changes caused by
other exogenous or endogenous factors. There has therefore been a focus on
identifying effect responses that are highly responsive to contaminant stress
while not being strongly affected by other endogenous or exogenous factors. It is
however important to remember that contaminant-related responses in an
organism do not take place in a vacuum, but in biological systems with internal
ICES Working Group on Biological Effects of Contaminants;
http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGBEC.aspx
5
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feedback and regulation. It is therefore to be expected that other physiological
processes affect such responses, and it is clearly important to be able to adjust
for them (Hylland et al., 2009).
Methods that are highly contaminant-specific, such as CYP1A induction (Whyte,
2000) or ALA-D inhibition (Hylland et al., 2009), are generally not predictive of
impacts on individual health or populations. On the other hand, methods that
reflect properties relevant to populations or communities, such as increased
disease prevalence (Vethaak et al., 2009, Lang et al., this issue), reduced
individual condition or growth (Hansen et al., 2004) or impoverished community
composition (Næs et al., 1997) are strongly affected by factors other than
contaminants. Observed changes in populations or communities can in most
cases not be directly associated with elevated concentrations of contaminants. A
contaminant-directed monitoring programme should therefore include a range
of effect methods, some with high contaminant-specificity, others with relevance
to the health of populations or communities. In this paradigm, there is a
sequential development of increasingly more serious consequences of exposure
to contaminants, from molecular interactions, through cellular compensatory
mechanisms to physiological responses in individuals (Peakall & Shugart, 1993).
The latter may or may not have knock-on effects on populations or communities,
but it has to be admitted that there is limited knowledge on how to bridge the
gap from individual health to “higher order” effects on populations.
Responses to contaminants in biological systems are generally referred to as
“biological effects”, or “biomarkers” for methods that quantify sublethal effects in
individuals. In human toxicology and ecotoxicology, a “biomarker” is widely
acknowledged to be a measurement that indicates exposure, susceptibility or
effect of a toxic substance (see e.g. Peakall & Shugart, 1993). To avoid confusion,
the reader should be aware that there are other uses of the term “biomarker” in
environmental science, e.g. in analysing or tracking sewage components (Adnan
et al., 2012), to characterise phytoplankton assemblages (Véron et al., 1998), to
geochemically fingerprint different crude oils (Peters & Moldowan, 1993), and to
describe the origin of lipids in sediments (Pearson et al., 2011). It is furthermore
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important to keep in mind that a biomarker measurement in ecotoxicology is a
proxy for environmental degradation, and as such probably not the most
sensitive or ecologically relevant expression of such degradation. The
quantification of vitellogenin in male fish in a coastal area is an example: high
concentrations of vitellogenin indicate the presence of oestrogens in that
environment (Allen et al., 1999; Scott et al., 2006, Vethaak et al., 2002).
Concentrations of vitellogenin up to mg/mL plasma in male fish are however
probably not the most sensitive or ecologically most relevant measurement. We
would probably not be that concerned about the male fish producing an
unnecessary protein, even in large amounts, but more about whether larval
stages of that or other species became feminised. The observed environmental
oestrogen concentrations may even have some other consequence that we are
not yet aware of. In this context, increased concentration of plasma vitellogenin
in male fish is a biomarker for the presence of oestrogens in that coastal marine
ecosystem.
A prerequisite for using any biological effect response, biomarker, to quantify
responses in a field study is an a priori understanding of whether the biomarker
response can be expected to increase or decrease with increasing exposure up to
a realistic exposure level, whether there is a threshold above which a response
will be expected, and whether the response will peak and then decrease at higher
exposures (Depledge et al., 1993). The information required can only be
generated through an iterative process between laboratory, mesocosm and field
studies. Biomarkers most widely used for environmental effect assessment
reflects important mechanisms of toxicity, such as biotransformation (Eggens et
al., 1996, Grinwis et al., 2001, Wessel et al., 2010), genotoxicity (Devier et al.,
2012, Vethaak et al., 1996), neurotoxicity (Bocquené et al. 1993, Burgeot et al.
2006), endocrine disruption (Kuiper et al., 2008), metal homeostasis (Hylland et
al., 2009) and membrane stability (Broeg et al., 2012, Holth et al., 2012), but
there are clearly other important mechanisms of toxicity that have not yet been
sufficiently developed in ecotoxicology, e.g. immunotoxicity, developmental
toxicity and reproductive toxicity. A ubiquitous mechanism of cellular toxicity,
oxidative stress, is a general response in cells and tissues which may be
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associated with contaminants, but will also be affected by other factors (Regoli et
al., 2011). Oxidative stress clearly reflects vital processes of relevance in
ecotoxicology, but the complexity of the responses in relation to species, tissue,
temporal changes and nutritional status has until now limited the use of
oxidative stress in contaminant monitoring programmes. There is a clear need
to develop methods to evaluate oxidative stress in marine organisms, not least
due to knock-on effects on overt toxicity, e.g. through genotoxicity and cell
pathology. Results for oxidative stress in the context of ICON are reported in
Carney Almroth et al. (this issue).
It could be argued that it is not really important to know the mechanism of
toxicity as long as a response has been shown to be specific to contaminant
stress. In accordance with Hill’s criteria for causation (Hill, 1965), however, it
strengthens the confidence in the response if the mechanism is known. In
addition, any links back to specific contaminants or groups of contaminants,
allowing regulatory measures to be put in place to reduce environmental
degradation, requires knowledge of which contaminants may cause the observed
response. Implementation of any method for monitoring purposes, be it chemical
analyses, biomarker analyses or disease diagnosis, requires quality assurance,
which means that all laboratories performing any given analysis for national or
international monitoring programmes need to establish internal protocols and
procedures and participate in international intercalibration exercises. Such
intercalibrations have been performed for biomarkers over the past couple of
decades through different organisations, primarily BEQUALM6 and for chemical
analyses through QUASIMEME7.
3. Confounding factors
One of the largest challenges in evaluating effects of contaminant-related stress
on marine organisms is the confounding influence of endogenous and exogenous
factors. Above all, even closely related species cannot be expected to respond in a
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similar way to what would appear to be the same exposure, for example there
are inter-species differences in sensitivity and response magnitudes (Balk et al.,
2011). Furthermore, differences in habitat and species availability between
geographical locations will also require environmental monitoring programmes
to include more than one species. In the framework of international monitoring,
responses can be compared between species using species-specific assessment
criteria, as described in Vethaak et al. (this issue). Another possible strategy is to
evaluate the sensitivity of representative species at different trophic levels in
marine food chains. Ellesat et al. (2011) investigated an in vitro strategy by
which the contaminant sensitivity of different species sampled in the same
location could be quantified, simply by extracting cells (in that case hepatocytes)
and performing an immediate, on-site quantification of their relative sensitivity
to different contaminants as determined using cytotoxicity. Although a
promising technique, in vitro exposure of cells from an individual does of course
not provide the same information as an in vivo exposure study. Within a species,
life stage, gender (Vethaak et al., 2009), stage in reproductive period (Hylland et
al., 1998), food availability (Hylland et al., 1996), nutritional status, general
health status and life history traits (Vethaak & ap Rheinallt, 1992) may modulate
responses to contaminant exposure. Exogenous factors that may affect responses
to any given contaminant are other contaminants (mixture toxicity) (Sandvik et
al., 1997), dissolved and particulate organic material in water or sediment
(Vestheim et al., 2012), turbidity (water), grain size distribution (sediment),
temperature, salinity, sudden changes in temperature and salinity (Vethaak et al.,
2011) as well as UV radiation (Chiang et al., 2003). There is some knowledge
about how many of the above factors modulate the responses of different
biomarkers in the most widely studied monitoring species (Davies & Vethaak,
2012). The biomarkers that are currently recommended by ICES WGBEC for use
in environmental monitoring (Table 1) have been evaluated to be specific and as
robust in relation to modulation by other factors. In a monitoring context,
confounding factors are addressed through a careful and standardised sampling
design, e.g. sampling only females of a certain size at a time well outside the
period of reproductive activity, and through quantifying relevant endogenous
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factors such as disease and environmental factors such as temperature, salinity
and organic content.
Contaminants in the tissues of an organism are not necessarily biologically
active. It is therefore not surprising if tissue residues do not correlate well with
biological responses. This also means it is not possible to convert directly from
concentrations to effects or vice-versa. For lipophilic contaminants, there will
clearly be an equilibrium between concentrations in tissues and concentrations
in plasma, potentially causing responses, and the nature of the association of
contaminants with cells may make it possible to generalise over effects, as
observed with high concentrations of lipophilic contaminants causing
narcotisation. In general, however, one would expect major influences of
contaminants during external exposure or in periods when tissue-bound
contaminants are mobilised due to physiological processes such as reproduction
(Jørgensen et al., 2006), moulting or starvation (Jørgensen et al., 1999) or when
an individual has recently migrated from an unpolluted to a polluted area. The
common denominator for the three situations is increased internal exposure to
contaminants. There is a need for more knowledge about the dynamics and
consequences of such mobilisation and interactions with speciation and
accumulation of contaminants in tissues. In a monitoring context, this issue can
be tackled through sampling design, i.e. sampling the selected organism at times
of the year when mobilisation is at a maximum (for a worst case scenario).
4. Monitoring strategies
Different strategies have been chosen by European countries to assess effects of
contaminants in marine ecosystems. As mentioned above, the main focus was
initially on monitoring concentrations of selected contaminants in marine biotic
or abiotic matrices. Starting in the 1980s, there was however an increasing
awareness in many European countries of the need to for biological effects
measurements to understand contaminant impacts in marine ecosystems. Some
examples of different strategies are highlighted here, but similar processes were
also taking place in other countries. In Germany, an approach was developed to
link contaminant effect monitoring to fisheries, focusing on assessment of fish
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embryonal aberrations and fish disease (Dethlefsen et al., 1984; Lang 2002; von
Westernhagen et al., 1987, 1989; Wosniok et al., 2000). Embryos from a number
of fish species were sampled on an annual basis from both coastal and offshore
areas, beginning in the early 1980s. Results from the first decade showed large
spatial variation and very high frequency of aberrations in the embryos from
some species, e.g. dab (Limanda limanda) and whiting (Merlangius merlangus)
(von Westernhagen et al., 1989). The frequency of aberrations decreased in the
1990s, coinciding with decreased inputs of persistent pollutants from the Rhine
and Elbe/Weser. A similar decrease was seen for prevalence of liver tumours in
fish from the same area (reviewed by Hylland et al., 2006a). Disease conditions
in fish have recently been integrated into an integrating index, fish disease index
- FDI, facilitating comparison between years and areas (see Lang et al., this
issue). In summary, the German monitoring programme focused on a few,
ecologically important endpoints over a large spatial scale, but no direct relation
to contaminant inputs.
The strategy of the Swedish monitoring programme initiated in the early 1980s
was very different to the approach in Germany: in Sweden a few locations were
selected for comprehensive annual surveys, including biomarkers, health
assessment, assessment of growth and reproduction, population assessment,
measurement of environmental factors and chemical analyses (Hanson et al.,
2006, 2009). The programme includes two main locations in reference areas, one
in the Baltic, the second on the Skagerrak coast. Two fish species have been used
in the Swedish programme: perch (Perca fluviatilis) in the Baltic and eelpout
(Zoarces viviparus) in the Skagerrak. There have been subtle changes in
contaminant related responses over the period since the monitoring started
(1980s) that would not have been detectable with a shorter period of
monitoring, e.g. changes in gonad size and biotransformation activity in perch
and large multifactorial changes in biotransformation activity in eelpout (Hanson
et al., 2006, Hedman et al., 2012). In summary, the Swedish programme
comprises a comprehensive annual assessment at few, relatively unpolluted
locations with a main focus on selected fish species.
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A similar strategy was chosen in France with a pilot site in the Seine Bay. The
main objective was to apply an integrated program comprising biological effects
and chemical contaminants in sediment, flounder (Platichthys flesus), dab and
mussels (Mytilus edulis). A limited set of biomarkers and bioassays were applied
in sediment and the chosen sentinel species. This programme has focused on
different mechanisms of action, each including different biomarkers, e.g.
quantifying genotoxicity through measuring micronucleus aberrations, DNA
strand breaks and DNA adducts. Such an approach provides a more robust
estimation of any mechanism of action that if only one of the biomarkers would
be included.
In the Dutch national programme, fish-disease monitoring with dab and flounder
has been integrated with chemical analyses, including exposure biomarkers such
as bile PAH metabolites and contaminants in sediment, as well as supporting
biological and hydrographical data (Bovenlander & Langenberg, 2006). The
integrated approach allowed evaluation of one facet of coastal and estuarine
ecosystem health, but at the same time demonstrates that migration patterns
play a critical role in explaining the distribution of chronic diseases such as liver
neoplasms in flatfish (Vethaak et al., 2009).
The contaminant programme implemented by OSPAR signatory countries in the
late 1990s was expanded to include contaminant-related effects
(OSPAR 1998a, b). This programme aimed to include a limited set of biomarker
analyses in the same individuals as used for chemical analyses. Both polluted
and less polluted locations were sampled in most countries and this strategy
made it possible to investigate links between contaminants and biomarker
responses in selected species (see e.g. Hylland et al., 2009, Schipper et al., 2009,
Vethaak et al., 2009).
The different approaches described above were developed into an integrated
chemical and biological contaminant monitoring framework, as described in
Vethaak et al. (this issue). The framework comprises both biotic and abiotic
components. The biotic components included are mussel, gastropod and fish,
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each with species-specific effect endpoints covering contaminant-specific
biomarkers up to indicators of individual health status, chosen from the list of
ICES WGBEC recommended methods (Table 1), as well as chemical analyses of
mussels and fish. The abiotic components comprise water and sediment, mainly
for hydrography and chemical analyses, but with bioassays as options (Vethaak
et al., this issue). The basis of the assessment in this framework is criteria
developed for each and every one of the chemical determinants and speciesspecific biological responses. The output from a scoring of each method
determined at each location is an assessment that can be combined across
methods for a given location or across locations for a regional assessment. An
overall assessment for the studies included in this issue can be found in Hylland
et al. (this issue).
5. An international workshop on marine integrated contaminant
monitoring (ICON)
The objective of the ICON project was to evaluate the status of selected estuarine,
inshore and offshore marine areas in Europe with regard to contaminant
impacts, using the monitoring framework described above. The project
comprised a series of sampling campaigns covering the North Sea, Iceland
coastal waters, Seine bay, the Baltic, the western Wadden Sea and the Spanish
Mediterranean coast (Figure 1). A comprehensive sampling and analytical effort
was performed as part of the project (Table 2). The selected fish species were
not all found at all sites, and mussels were, for obvious reasons, only available at
coastal sites. At two sites, the Seine estuary and in the Baltic, two of the target
species, dab (Limanda limanda) and flounder (Platichthys flesus) could be
sampled at the same location, and in Iceland and offshore Firth of Forth dab and
another target species, haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), could be sampled
at the same location and responses compared. Red mullet (Mullus barbatus) and
the Mediterranean mussel (Mytilus galloprovincialis) were target species in the
Mediterranean. Samples from field campaigns were analysed at different
laboratories throughout Europe and the results reported in the papers of this
issue. The results are reported in this special volume in the form of methodoriented papers addressing chemical analyses (Lang et al., this issue; Robertson
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et al. this issue), PAH metabolites (Kammann et al., this issue), oxidative stress
and biotransformation (Carney Almroth et al., this issue), lysosomal membrane
stability (Broeg et al., this issue; Martinez-Gomez et al., this issue), genotoxicity
(Hylland et al., this issue), disease in fish (Lang et al., this issue), sediment
toxicity (Vethaak et al., this issue), as well as papers addressing specific areas, i.e.
the Humber-Wash estuary (UK; Lyons et al., this issue), Cartagena marine area
(Spain; Martinez-Gomez et al., this issue) and Seine bay (France; Burgeot et al.,
this issue).
6. Study areas
The North Sea is an invaluable resource to the surrounding countries. There are
substantial commercial fisheries in this semi-enclosed basin, but at the same
time, due to urbanisation and anthropogenic activities, it is a repository for
chemical waste from land-based and offshore sources (OSPAR, 2010). North Sea
ecosystems have been and are subject to many pressures, including intensive
fishing pressure, eutrophication, habitat modification and contaminant inputs.
The available data suggest that North Sea ecosystems and organisms are under
pressure from a wide range of contaminants, but the magnitude of the impact is
largely unknown (Hylland et al., 2006). It may well be that the entire North Sea is
polluted, making it difficult to find a reference location. For this reason it was
important to include an area where the main target species could be found, but
with lower pollution load. Iceland was chosen as an appropriate reference area.

Iceland was considered as an optimal reference area as background pollution is
much lower than in the North Sea and the main (northern) species of interest
could be sampled, i.e. dab, haddock, flounder and blue mussel (Table 2). The
Firth of Forth is a contaminated estuary where flounder could be sampled in the
inner parts and dab and haddock at the offshore part. The Baltic and Seine bay
are coastal areas that are known to be contaminated and are important in the
monitoring programmes of Germany (Lehtonen et al., 2014) and France (Burgeot
et al., 1992, Cachot et al., 2012, Devier et al., 2012, Minier et al., 2000). Two of the
fish species, dab and flounder, were sampled in both areas. The Wadden Sea is a
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moderately polluted coastal area. In addition to coastal sites, four offshore
locations in the North Sea were included in ICON: Ekofisk, Egersund Bank, the
German Bight and Dogger Bank. The Ekofisk area is affected by offshore activity
(Brooks et al., 2011), the German Bight is a heavily contaminated area from
different sources. Dogger Bank and Egersund Bank are not directly affected by
contaminant inputs. The studies in the Mediterranean focused on the Cartagena
area (NW Mediterranean), with Palos Cape as a reference area. Organisms in the
Cartagena area have been and are being exposed to inputs of chemicals from a
range of anthropogenic activities, including intense commercial and recreational
boating, naval military activity, urban development and past mining activity. The
Cartagena bay receives inputs from urban, harbour and industrial activities of
the city and the nearby industrial zone, Escombreras Valley, identified as a
priority pollution hot spot in the Mediterranean Sea (Martínez-Gómez et al.,
2012). In addition to inputs of organic pollutants, marine sediments from
Cartagena are contaminated by trace metals as a result of a continuous marine
dispersal of mining waste from the nearby Portmán bay area (Benedicto et al.,
2008). The reference area, Palos Cape, is a marine reserve with minor local point
sources of contaminant inputs.

7. Conclusions
Through the ICON programme we have gleaned more knowledge than ever
before in any single field campaign about any impacts hazardous substances may
have along our coasts and in the open waters of the North Sea and other
European marine areas.
The programme successfully demonstrated the application of assessment
criteria (BAC/EAC) developed by SGIMC (2011), a framework for integration
(Vethaak et al., this issue) and an integrated chemical and biological assessment
as described in Hylland (this issue).
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Figure legend

Figure 1. Sampling locations; colours denote samples taken at any location;
sediment: red; mussels: dark blue; dab: green; flounder: yellow; haddock: dark
green; red mullet: violet.
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Table 1. Biological effects methods recommended by ICES WGBEC; excerpted
and updated from ICES WGBEC (2010); Countries: are using or have been using
method in monitoring programme(s) within the last 10 years; TIMES: accepted
protocol, Techniques in Marine Environmental Science, volume number.

Method
Bulky DNA adduct formation
AChE inhibition
Metallothionein induction
EROD or P4501A induction

Species
fish
fish, molluscs,
crustaceans
fish, mussels
fish

ALA-D inhibition
PAH bile metabolite concentration

fish
fish

Alkylphenol bile metabolite
concentration
Lysosomal stability (including NRR)

fish

Lysosomal stability using
histochemical quantification
Early toxicopathic lesions,
preneoplastic and neoplastic liver
lesions by histopathology
External visible lesions and
parasites
Vitellogenin induction
Intersex
Reproductive success
Scope for growth
Imposex

mussels, oyster

Countries
NO, SE, UK
FR, ES, IE, UK

TIMES
25
22

ES, IE, IT, NO, SE
BE, ES, FR, IE,
NO, SE, UK
NO
BE, IE, GE, NL,
NO, UK
NO

26
14, 23

39

IE, IS, IT, NL,
NO, UK
ES, GE

36

fish

GE, UK

38

dab, flounder, cod

GE, UK

19

male, juvenile fish

GE, IE, NO, UK

31

fish, mussels

male dab, flounder,
eelpout
eelpout
mussel
neogastropods

Intersex
Histopathology

periwinkles
mussels

Embryo aberrations

amphipods

Comment

34

species-specific
antibody

GE, IE, UK
DK, GE, SE
ES, IE, IS, UK
DK, ES, FR, IE,
NO, UK
NL
DK, ES, FR, IE,
IT, NO, UK
SE

one species only
40
24
37

41

field only

Table 2. Locations and matrices sampled.
Location
Hvassahraun
Bjarnarhöfn
SE Iceland
SW Iceland
Egersund bank
Ekofisk
Firth of Forth - Alloa
Firth of Forth - Blackness
Firth of Forth – St Andrews Bay
Firth of Forth
Dogger Bank
German Bight
Baltic Sea
Wadden Sea
Seine estuary
Seine bay
Cartagena
Cape Palos

Code
HV
BH
IS1
IS2
EB
EF
AL
BL
SAB
FF
DB
GB
BA
WS
SE
PAR
CAR
CP

Type
Inshore
Inshore
Offshore
Offshore
Offshore
Offshore
Estuary
Estuary
Inshore
Offshore
Offshore
Offshore
Inshore
Inshore
Estuary
Inshore
Inshore
Inshore

Country
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Norway
Norway
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Germany
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
France
France
Spain
Spain

*From coastal locations adjacent to the sampling point.

Matrices sampled
Mussel, flounder
Mussel
Dab, haddock, sediment
Dab, haddock, sediment
Dab, haddock, sediment
Dab, haddock, sediment
Flounder
Mussel, flounder, sediment
Flounder
Dab, haddock, sediment
Dab, sediment
Dab, sediment
Flounder, dab, sediment
Flounder, mussel, sediment
Dab, flounder, mussel, sediment
Dab, flounder, mussel, sediment
Red mullet, mussel, sediment
Mussel

